RCW 19.27.530 – Carbon monoxide alarms – Requirements-Exemptions-Adoption of rules.
(1) By July 1, 2010, the building code council shall adopt rules requiring that all buildings classified as residential
occupancies, as defined in the state building code in chapter 51-54 WAC, but excluding owner-occupied single-family
residences legally occupied before July 26, 2009, be equipped with carbon monoxide alarms.
(2)(a) The building code council may phase in the carbon monoxide alarm requirements on a schedule that it
determines reasonable, provided that the rules require that by January 1, 2011, all newly constructed buildings
classified as residential occupancies will be equipped with carbon monoxide alarms, and all other buildings classified
as residential occupancies will be equipped with carbon monoxide alarms by January 1, 2013.
(b) Owner-occupied single-family residences legally occupied before July 26, 2009, are exempt from the
requirements of this subsection (2). However, for any owner-occupied single-family residence that is sold on or after
July 26, 2009, the seller must equip the residence with carbon monoxide alarms in accordance with the requirements
of the state building code before the buyer or any other person may legally occupy the residence following such sale.
(3) The building code council may exempt categories of buildings classified as residential occupancies if it
determines that requiring carbon monoxide alarms are unnecessary to protect the health and welfare of the
occupants.
(4) The rules adopted by the building code council under this section must (a) consider applicable nationally
accepted standards and (b) require that the maintenance of a carbon monoxide alarm in a building where a tenancy
exists, including the replacement of batteries, is the responsibility of the tenant, who shall maintain the alarm as
specified by the manufacturer.
(5) Real estate brokers licensed under chapter 18.85 RCW shall not be liable in any civil, administrative, or other
proceeding for the failure of any seller or other property owner to comply with the requirements of this section or rules
adopted by the building code council.
Point of Information: The RCW above is in conflict with the WAC below amending the IFC (conflicting provisions
highlighted). The WAC below identifies the need to install CO Detectors only when work occurs requiring a permit or
sleeping rooms are added or created. That conflict is resolved in the state amendments to the 2012 IFC. In
accordance with state law, if a conflict occurs between a RCW and a WAC, the RCW prevails.
4603.8 Carbon monoxide alarms. Existing Group R occupancies shall be provided with carbon monoxide alarms.
R-2 occupancies not already equipped with carbon monoxide alarms shall be provided with carbon monoxide alarms
when alterations, repairs or additions requiring a permit occur, or when one or more sleeping rooms are added or
created. The carbon monoxide alarms shall be listed as complying with UL 2034 and be installed and maintained in
accordance with NFPA 720 and the manufacturer's instructions.
EXCEPTIONS: 1. Work involving the exterior surfaces of dwellings, such as the replacement of roofing or siding, or
the addition or replacement of windows or doors, or the addition of a porch or deck, or electrical
permits.
2. Installation, alteration or repairs of noncombustion plumbing or mechanical systems.
3. Sleeping units or dwelling units in R-1 occupancies and R-2 college dormitories, hotel, and DSHS
licensed boarding home and residential treatment facility occupancies which do not themselves
contain a fuel-burning appliance, a fuel-burning fireplace, or have an attached garage, but which are
located in a building with a fuel-burning appliance, a fuel-burning fireplace, or an attached garage,
need not be provided with carbon monoxide alarms provided that:

a. The sleeping units or dwelling unit is not adjacent to any room which contains a fuel-burning
appliance, a fuel-burning fireplace, or an attached garage; and
b. The sleeping units or dwelling unit is not connected by duct work or ventilation shafts with a supply
or return register in the same room to any room containing a fuel-burning appliance, a fuel-burning
fireplace, or to an attached garage; and
c. The building is provided with a common area carbon monoxide detection system.
d. An open parking garage, as defined in the International Building Code, or enclosed parking garage
ventilated in accordance with Section 404 of the International Mechanical Code shall not be deemed
to be an attached garage.
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